Window Placard Coloring Pages

FOLLOW THESE 5 STEPS!

PRINT!

COLOR!

HANG!
(IN A HOME WINDOW FACING THE STREET)

SNAP!

SHARE!
(VIA SOCIAL MEDIA WITH THE #TSURUFRIENDS HASHTAG AND A TAG TO THE @TSURUFORSOLIDARITY ACCOUNT.)
Rise Against Racism
My Daruma wish:
# Close The Camps
ASIANS 4 BLACK LIVES
If you don’t have access to a printer, we invite you to do this daruma art activity.

Start with a circle. The face area can be a semi-circle shape. Draw two eyes and fill in one, making a wish or goal connected to closing the camps. Decorate the daruma, get creative! In Japanese culture, there is a tradition of getting a daruma doll and drawing in one eye when setting a goal/making a wish and then drawing in the other eye when your hard work manifests the goal/wish. On your poster, write a daruma doll wish that is connected to closing the camps. Post the image in a window facing out to the street and then take a photo and post it to social media tagging @tsuruforsolidarity and use the hashtag #TsuruFriends.
Directions: If you don’t have access to a printer, we invite you to do this bird hands art activity. Trace your child’s hands on the piece of paper, an example is shared below. Then turn the hands into a bird with paint, crayons, markers, or color pencils. Write the hashtags on the poster. Post the image in a window facing out to the street and then take a photo and post it to social media tagging @tsuruforsolidarity and use the hashtag #TsuruFriends.)